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Abstract
In this paper we show that restricting the representation-layer of a Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) improves accuracy and reduces the depth of recursive
training procedures in partially observable domains. Artificial Neural Networks
have been shown to learn useful state representations for high-dimensional visual
and continuous control domains. If the the tasks at hand exhibits long depends back
in time, these instantaneous feed-forward approaches are augmented with recurrent
connections and trained with Back-prop Through Time (BPTT). This unrolled
training can become computationally prohibitive if the dependency structure is
long, and while recent work on LSTMs and GRUs has improved upon naive training
strategies, there is still room for improvements in computational efficiency and
parameter sensitivity. In this paper we explore a simple modification to the classic
RNN structure: restricting the state to be comprised of multi-step General Value
Function predictions. We formulate an architecture called General Value Function
Networks (GVFNs), and corresponding objective that generalizes beyond previous
approaches. We show that our GVFNs are significantly more robust to train, and
facilitate accurate prediction with no gradients needed back-in-time in domains
with substantial long-term dependences.
1 Introduction
Most domains of interest are partially observable, where a part of the state is hidden from or
unobserved by the agent. Consider an agent that is unable to localize itself within a room using its
sensor readings. By keeping a history of interaction, the agent can obtain state and so overcome this
partial observability. Once our limited agent reaches a wall, it can determine its distance from the
wall in the future by remembering this interaction. This simple strategy, however, can be problematic
if a long history length is needed [17].
An alternative to history-based approaches is to explicitly build a state, using Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) [8, 11]. An RNN provides a recurrent state-update function, where the state is
updated as a function of the (learned) state on the previous step and the current observations. These
recurrent connections can be unrolled back in time infinitely far, making it possible for the current
RNN state to be dependent on observations far back in time. There have been several specialized
activation units crafted to improve learning long-term dependencies, including long short term
memory units (LSTMs) [7] and gated recurrent units (GRUs) [2].
One issue with RNNs, however, is that computing gradients back-in-time is costly. Real Time
Recurrent Learning (RTRL) [30] is a real-time algorithm, but is prohibitively expensive: quartic in
the hidden dimension size n. Back propagation through time (BPTT), on the other hand, requires
maintaining the entire trajectory, which is infeasible for many online learning systems we consider
here. A truncated form of BPTT (p-BPTT) is often used to reduce the complexity of training, where
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complexity grows linearly with p: O(pn2). Unfortunately, training can be highly sensitive to the
truncation parameters [20], particularly if the dependencies back-in-time are longer than the chosen
p—as we reaffirm in our experiments.
In this paper, we propose a new RNN architecture that is significantly more robust to the truncation
parameter in p-BPTT—often achieving better performance with complete truncation (p = 1). The
key idea is to constrain the hidden state to be multi-step predictions. Such predictive state approaches
have been previously considered [12, 25, 22, 24, 5]. We formulate an architecture and corresponding
objective that generalizes beyond previous approaches, enabling these predictions to be general
policy-contingent multi-step predictions—called General Value Functions (GVFs) [26]. These GVFs
have been shown to represent a wide array of multi-step predictions [19]. We demonstrate though a
series of experiments that GVF networks are effective for representing the state and are much more
robust to train, allowing even simple gradient updates with no gradients needed back-in-time (i.e.,
with p = 1). We highlight these properties in three partially observable domains, with long-term
dependencies, designed to investigate learning state-update functions in a continual learning setting.
Our work provides additional evidence for the predictive representation hypothesis, that state-
components restricted to be predictions about the future result in better predictive accuracy and better
generalization. Previously Schaul and Ring [23] showed how a collection of optimal GVFs—not
learned from while the system was operating—provide a better state representation for a reward
maximizing task, than a collection of optimal PSR predictions. A competing but related idea is that
the state need not be predictive. However, if additional auxiliary prediction and control tasks are
combined with a learned state, then dramatic improvements in reward maximizing tasks are possible
[10]—even if these tasks are not related directly to the main task. The auxiliary tasks losses cause the
system to learn a state that generalizes better. Our experiments show that predictive state components
provide a distinct advantage over an RNNs augmented with auxiliary tasks.
2 Problem Formulation
We consider a partially observable setting, where the observations are a function of an unknown,
unobserved underlying state. We formulate this problem as a partially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP), though we will not consider reward and rather only the dynamics. The dynamics
of the POMDP are specified by a Markov decision process (MDP), with state space S ∈ Rd, action-
space A ∈ Rc, and transition probabilities P = S ×A× S → [0,∞). On each time step the agent
receives an observation vector ot ∈ O ⊂ Rm, as a function ot = o(st) of the underlying state
st ∈ S. The agent only observes ot, not st, and then takes an action at, producing a sequence of
observations and actions: a0,o1, a1, . . ..
The goal for the agent in this partially observable setting is to identify a state representation st ∈ Rn
which is a sufficient statistic (summary) of past interaction. More precisely, such a sufficient state
would ensure that predictions about future outcomes given this state are independent of history
ht = a0,o1 . . . , at−1,ot, i.e. for any i > 0
p(ot+i|st) = p(ot+i|st,ht). (1)
Such a state summarizes the history, removing the need to store the entire (potentially infinite) history.
One strategy for learning a state is with recurrent neural networks (RNNs), which learn a state-update
function. Imagine a setting where the agent has a sufficient state st for this step. To obtain sufficient
state for the next step, it simply needs to update st with the new information in the given observation
ot+1. The goal, therefore, is to learn a state-update function f : Rn+m → Rn such that
st+1 = f(st,ot+1) (2)
provides a sufficient state st+1. The update function f is parameterized by a weight vector θ ∈ Rk.
An example of a simple RNN update function, for θ composed of stacked vectors θ(j) ∈ Rn+m for
each hidden state j ∈ {1, . . . , n} is, for activation function σ : R→ R,
The goal in this work is to develop an efficient algorithm to learn this state-update function that is not
dependent on number of steps back-in-time to an important event,. Most RNN algorithms learn this
state-update by minimizing prediction error to desired targets yt ∈ R across time step, with an error
such as (s>t w − yt)2 for some weights w ∈ Rn and the state st implicitly a function of parameters
θ. We pursue an alternative strategy, inspired by predictive representations, where the state-update
function is learned such that each hidden state is an accurate prediction about future outcomes.
2
st+1 =

σ
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ot+1
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θ(1)
)
...
σ
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ot+1
]>
θ(n)
)
 depicted as s(n)t
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3 GVF Networks
In this section, we propose a new RNN architecture, where hidden states are constrained to be
predictions. In particular, we propose to constrain the hidden layer to predict policy-contingent,
multi-step outcomes about the future, called General Value Functions (GVFs). We first describe our
GVF Networks (GVFNs) architecture, and then develop the objective function and algorithm to learn
GVFNs. There are several related predictive approaches, in particular TD Networks, that we discuss
in Section 4, after introducing GVFNs.
3.1 The GVFN architecture
A GVFN is an RNN, and so is a state-update function f , but with the additional criteria that each
element in st corresponds to a prediction—to a GVF. To embed GVFs into a recurrent network
structure we need to extend the definition of GVFs [26] to the partially observable setting. The first
step is to replace state with histories. We defineH to be the minimal set of histories, that enables the
Markov property for the distribution over next observation
H =
{
ht = (a0,o1, . . . , at−1,ot) | (Markov property)Pr(ot+1|ht)=Pr(ot+1|a−1o−1ht),(Minimal history) Pr(ot+1|ht)6=Pr(ot+1|a1,o2...,at−1,ot)
}
. (3)
A GVF question is a tuple (pi, c, γ) composed of a policy pi : H×A → [0,∞), cumulant1 c : H → R
and termination function γ : H → [0, 1]. The answer to a GVF question is defined as the value
function, V : H → R, which gives the expected, cumulative discounted cumulant from any history
ht ∈ H, which can be defined recursively with a Bellman equation as
V (ht)
def
= E[c(Ht+1) + γ(Ht+1)V (Ht+1) | Ht = ht, At+1 ∼ pi(·|ht)] (4)
=
∑
at∈A
pi(at|ht)
∑
ot+1∈O
Pr(ot+1|ht, at) [c(ht+1) + γ(ht+1)V (ht+1)] .
The sums can be replaced with integrals if A or O are continuous sets.
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G
(1)
t
…
s(n)t
<latexit sha1_base64="mfDUhbF5zoYOfQrCAc3MveEjs3c=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEBiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsEn1IbYgc12mtOk5k3 yCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWI9k6Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWBA6CdWLFSOgL1vZHV7nfvmdK80jewjhmbkgGkgecEjCSVz7shQSGfpDq7C7tAXsA83M5xlV5kmUeeOWKXbMnwIvEmZEKmqHhlb96/YgmIZNABdG669gxuClRwKlgWamXaBYTOi ID1jVUkpBpN50ckuFjo/RxECnzJOCJ+rsjJaHW49A3lfnaet7Lxf+8bgLBhZtyGSfAJJ0OChKBIcJ5KrjPFaMgxoYQqrjZFdMhUYSCya5kQnDmT14krdOaY9ecm7NK/XIWRxEdoCNURQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEsL1qxnH/2B9fkDqlGaWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mfDUhbF5zoYOfQrCAc3MveEjs3c=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEBiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsEn1IbYgc12mtOk5k3 yCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWI9k6Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWBA6CdWLFSOgL1vZHV7nfvmdK80jewjhmbkgGkgecEjCSVz7shQSGfpDq7C7tAXsA83M5xlV5kmUeeOWKXbMnwIvEmZEKmqHhlb96/YgmIZNABdG669gxuClRwKlgWamXaBYTOi ID1jVUkpBpN50ckuFjo/RxECnzJOCJ+rsjJaHW49A3lfnaet7Lxf+8bgLBhZtyGSfAJJ0OChKBIcJ5KrjPFaMgxoYQqrjZFdMhUYSCya5kQnDmT14krdOaY9ecm7NK/XIWRxEdoCNURQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEsL1qxnH/2B9fkDqlGaWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mfDUhbF5zoYOfQrCAc3MveEjs3c=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEBiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsEn1IbYgc12mtOk5k3 yCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWI9k6Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWBA6CdWLFSOgL1vZHV7nfvmdK80jewjhmbkgGkgecEjCSVz7shQSGfpDq7C7tAXsA83M5xlV5kmUeeOWKXbMnwIvEmZEKmqHhlb96/YgmIZNABdG669gxuClRwKlgWamXaBYTOi ID1jVUkpBpN50ckuFjo/RxECnzJOCJ+rsjJaHW49A3lfnaet7Lxf+8bgLBhZtyGSfAJJ0OChKBIcJ5KrjPFaMgxoYQqrjZFdMhUYSCya5kQnDmT14krdOaY9ecm7NK/XIWRxEdoCNURQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEsL1qxnH/2B9fkDqlGaWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mfDUhbF5zoYOfQrCAc3MveEjs3c=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEBiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsEn1IbYgc12mtOk5k3 yCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWI9k6Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWBA6CdWLFSOgL1vZHV7nfvmdK80jewjhmbkgGkgecEjCSVz7shQSGfpDq7C7tAXsA83M5xlV5kmUeeOWKXbMnwIvEmZEKmqHhlb96/YgmIZNABdG669gxuClRwKlgWamXaBYTOi ID1jVUkpBpN50ckuFjo/RxECnzJOCJ+rsjJaHW49A3lfnaet7Lxf+8bgLBhZtyGSfAJJ0OChKBIcJ5KrjPFaMgxoYQqrjZFdMhUYSCya5kQnDmT14krdOaY9ecm7NK/XIWRxEdoCNURQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEsL1qxnH/2B9fkDqlGaWw==</latexit>
s(2)t
<latexit sha1_base64="JbF6Qiv2RdWBvDb4HWIcdDkaW94=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMDJgUSGVpUoqJBgrWBiLRB9SGyLHdVqrjhP ZN4gqysjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C0HaDlSLaOzrlX997jx4JrsO1va2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJQoypo0EpHq+EQzwSVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/ujq9xv3zOleSRvYRwzNyQDyQNOCRjJKx31QgJDP0h1dpf2gD2A+bkc40rtNMs88Eplu2pPgBeJMyNlNEPDK331+hFNQiaBCqJ117FjcFOigFPBsmI v0SwmdEQGrGuoJCHTbjo5JMMnRunjIFLmScAT9XdHSkKtx6FvKvO19byXi/953QSCCzflMk6ASTodFCQCQ4TzVHCfK0ZBjA0hVHGzK6ZDoggFk13RhODMn7xIWrWqY1edm7Ny/XIWRwEdomNUQQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEuXrFnPAfoD6/MHTjWaHw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JbF6Qiv2RdWBvDb4HWIcdDkaW94=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMDJgUSGVpUoqJBgrWBiLRB9SGyLHdVqrjhP ZN4gqysjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C0HaDlSLaOzrlX997jx4JrsO1va2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJQoypo0EpHq+EQzwSVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/ujq9xv3zOleSRvYRwzNyQDyQNOCRjJKx31QgJDP0h1dpf2gD2A+bkc40rtNMs88Eplu2pPgBeJMyNlNEPDK331+hFNQiaBCqJ117FjcFOigFPBsmI v0SwmdEQGrGuoJCHTbjo5JMMnRunjIFLmScAT9XdHSkKtx6FvKvO19byXi/953QSCCzflMk6ASTodFCQCQ4TzVHCfK0ZBjA0hVHGzK6ZDoggFk13RhODMn7xIWrWqY1edm7Ny/XIWRwEdomNUQQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEuXrFnPAfoD6/MHTjWaHw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JbF6Qiv2RdWBvDb4HWIcdDkaW94=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMDJgUSGVpUoqJBgrWBiLRB9SGyLHdVqrjhP ZN4gqysjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C0HaDlSLaOzrlX997jx4JrsO1va2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJQoypo0EpHq+EQzwSVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/ujq9xv3zOleSRvYRwzNyQDyQNOCRjJKx31QgJDP0h1dpf2gD2A+bkc40rtNMs88Eplu2pPgBeJMyNlNEPDK331+hFNQiaBCqJ117FjcFOigFPBsmI v0SwmdEQGrGuoJCHTbjo5JMMnRunjIFLmScAT9XdHSkKtx6FvKvO19byXi/953QSCCzflMk6ASTodFCQCQ4TzVHCfK0ZBjA0hVHGzK6ZDoggFk13RhODMn7xIWrWqY1edm7Ny/XIWRwEdomNUQQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEuXrFnPAfoD6/MHTjWaHw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JbF6Qiv2RdWBvDb4HWIcdDkaW94=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMDJgUSGVpUoqJBgrWBiLRB9SGyLHdVqrjhP ZN4gqysjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C0HaDlSLaOzrlX997jx4JrsO1va2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJQoypo0EpHq+EQzwSVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/ujq9xv3zOleSRvYRwzNyQDyQNOCRjJKx31QgJDP0h1dpf2gD2A+bkc40rtNMs88Eplu2pPgBeJMyNlNEPDK331+hFNQiaBCqJ117FjcFOigFPBsmI v0SwmdEQGrGuoJCHTbjo5JMMnRunjIFLmScAT9XdHSkKtx6FvKvO19byXi/953QSCCzflMk6ASTodFCQCQ4TzVHCfK0ZBjA0hVHGzK6ZDoggFk13RhODMn7xIWrWqY1edm7Ny/XIWRwEdomNUQQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEuXrFnPAfoD6/MHTjWaHw==</latexit>
s(1)t
<latexit sha1_base64="A2ndnq6yUIU0ZrorUwWoJqz/vYs=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEBiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsEn1IbYgc12mtOk5 k3yCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWI9k6Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWBA6CdWLFSOgL1vZHV7nfvmdK80jewjhmbkgGkgecEjCSVz7shQSGfpDq7C7tAXsA83M5xlXnJMs88MoVu2ZPgBeJMyMVNEPDK3/1+hFNQiaBCqJ117FjcFOigFPBslI v0SwmdEQGrGuoJCHTbjo5JMPHRunjIFLmScAT9XdHSkKtx6FvKvO19byXi/953QSCCzflMk6ASTodFCQCQ4TzVHCfK0ZBjA0hVHGzK6ZDoggFk13JhODMn7xIWqc1x645N2eV+uUsjiI6QEeoihx0juroGjVQE1H0iJ7RK3qznqwX6936mJYWrFnPPvoD6/MHTKyaHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A2ndnq6yUIU0ZrorUwWoJqz/vYs=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEBiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsEn1IbYgc12mtOk5 k3yCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWI9k6Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWBA6CdWLFSOgL1vZHV7nfvmdK80jewjhmbkgGkgecEjCSVz7shQSGfpDq7C7tAXsA83M5xlXnJMs88MoVu2ZPgBeJMyMVNEPDK3/1+hFNQiaBCqJ117FjcFOigFPBslI v0SwmdEQGrGuoJCHTbjo5JMPHRunjIFLmScAT9XdHSkKtx6FvKvO19byXi/953QSCCzflMk6ASTodFCQCQ4TzVHCfK0ZBjA0hVHGzK6ZDoggFk13JhODMn7xIWqc1x645N2eV+uUsjiI6QEeoihx0juroGjVQE1H0iJ7RK3qznqwX6936mJYWrFnPPvoD6/MHTKyaHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A2ndnq6yUIU0ZrorUwWoJqz/vYs=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEBiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsEn1IbYgc12mtOk5 k3yCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWI9k6Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWBA6CdWLFSOgL1vZHV7nfvmdK80jewjhmbkgGkgecEjCSVz7shQSGfpDq7C7tAXsA83M5xlXnJMs88MoVu2ZPgBeJMyMVNEPDK3/1+hFNQiaBCqJ117FjcFOigFPBslI v0SwmdEQGrGuoJCHTbjo5JMPHRunjIFLmScAT9XdHSkKtx6FvKvO19byXi/953QSCCzflMk6ASTodFCQCQ4TzVHCfK0ZBjA0hVHGzK6ZDoggFk13JhODMn7xIWqc1x645N2eV+uUsjiI6QEeoihx0juroGjVQE1H0iJ7RK3qznqwX6936mJYWrFnPPvoD6/MHTKyaHg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A2ndnq6yUIU0ZrorUwWoJqz/vYs=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEBiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsEn1IbYgc12mtOk5 k3yCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWI9k6Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWBA6CdWLFSOgL1vZHV7nfvmdK80jewjhmbkgGkgecEjCSVz7shQSGfpDq7C7tAXsA83M5xlXnJMs88MoVu2ZPgBeJMyMVNEPDK3/1+hFNQiaBCqJ117FjcFOigFPBslI v0SwmdEQGrGuoJCHTbjo5JMPHRunjIFLmScAT9XdHSkKtx6FvKvO19byXi/953QSCCzflMk6ASTodFCQCQ4TzVHCfK0ZBjA0hVHGzK6ZDoggFk13JhODMn7xIWqc1x645N2eV+uUsjiI6QEeoihx0juroGjVQE1H0iJ7RK3qznqwX6936mJYWrFnPPvoD6/MHTKyaHg==</latexit>
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 
…
s(n)t
<latexit sha1_base64="mfDUhbF5zoYOfQrCAc3MveEjs3c=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEBiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsEn1IbYgc12mtOk5k3yCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWI9k6Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWBA6CdWLFSOgL1vZHV7nfvm dK80jewjhmbkgGkgecEjCSVz7shQSGfpDq7C7tAXsA83M5xlV5kmUeeOWKXbMnwIvEmZEKmqHhlb96/YgmIZNABdG669gxuClRwKlgWamXaBYTOiID1jVUkpBpN50ckuFjo/RxECnzJOCJ+rsjJaHW49A3lfnaet7Lxf+8bgLBhZtyGSfAJJ0OChKBIcJ5KrjPFaMgxoYQqrjZFdMhUYSCya5kQnDmT14krdOaY9ecm7NK/XIWRxEdoCNURQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEsL1qxnH/2B9fkDqlGaWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mfDUhbF5zoYOfQrCAc3MveEjs3c=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEBiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsEn1IbYgc12mtOk5k3yCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWI9k6Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWBA6CdWLFSOgL1vZHV7nfvm dK80jewjhmbkgGkgecEjCSVz7shQSGfpDq7C7tAXsA83M5xlV5kmUeeOWKXbMnwIvEmZEKmqHhlb96/YgmIZNABdG669gxuClRwKlgWamXaBYTOiID1jVUkpBpN50ckuFjo/RxECnzJOCJ+rsjJaHW49A3lfnaet7Lxf+8bgLBhZtyGSfAJJ0OChKBIcJ5KrjPFaMgxoYQqrjZFdMhUYSCya5kQnDmT14krdOaY9ecm7NK/XIWRxEdoCNURQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEsL1qxnH/2B9fkDqlGaWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mfDUhbF5zoYOfQrCAc3MveEjs3c=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEBiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsEn1IbYgc12mtOk5k3yCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWI9k6Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWBA6CdWLFSOgL1vZHV7nfvm dK80jewjhmbkgGkgecEjCSVz7shQSGfpDq7C7tAXsA83M5xlV5kmUeeOWKXbMnwIvEmZEKmqHhlb96/YgmIZNABdG669gxuClRwKlgWamXaBYTOiID1jVUkpBpN50ckuFjo/RxECnzJOCJ+rsjJaHW49A3lfnaet7Lxf+8bgLBhZtyGSfAJJ0OChKBIcJ5KrjPFaMgxoYQqrjZFdMhUYSCya5kQnDmT14krdOaY9ecm7NK/XIWRxEdoCNURQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEsL1qxnH/2B9fkDqlGaWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mfDUhbF5zoYOfQrCAc3MveEjs3c=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEBiwqpLFWCkGCsYGEsEn1IbYgc12mtOk5k3yCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWI9k6Oude3XuPHwuuwba/rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6ShRlDVpJCLV8YlmgkvWBA6CdWLFSOgL1vZHV7nfvm dK80jewjhmbkgGkgecEjCSVz7shQSGfpDq7C7tAXsA83M5xlV5kmUeeOWKXbMnwIvEmZEKmqHhlb96/YgmIZNABdG669gxuClRwKlgWamXaBYTOiID1jVUkpBpN50ckuFjo/RxECnzJOCJ+rsjJaHW49A3lfnaet7Lxf+8bgLBhZtyGSfAJJ0OChKBIcJ5KrjPFaMgxoYQqrjZFdMhUYSCya5kQnDmT14krdOaY9ecm7NK/XIWRxEdoCNURQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEsL1qxnH/2B9fkDqlGaWw==</latexit>
s(2)t
<latexit sha1_base64="JbF6Qiv2RdWBvDb4HWIcdDkaW94=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMDJgUSGVpUoqJBgrWBiLRB9SGyLHdVqrjhPZN4gqysjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C0HaDlSLaOzrlX997jx4JrsO1va2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJQoypo0EpHq+EQzwSVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/ujq 9xv3zOleSRvYRwzNyQDyQNOCRjJKx31QgJDP0h1dpf2gD2A+bkc40rtNMs88Eplu2pPgBeJMyNlNEPDK331+hFNQiaBCqJ117FjcFOigFPBsmIv0SwmdEQGrGuoJCHTbjo5JMMnRunjIFLmScAT9XdHSkKtx6FvKvO19byXi/953QSCCzflMk6ASTodFCQCQ4TzVHCfK0ZBjA0hVHGzK6ZDoggFk13RhODMn7xIWrWqY1edm7Ny/XIWRwEdomNUQQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEuXrFnPAfoD6/MHTjWaHw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JbF6Qiv2RdWBvDb4HWIcdDkaW94=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMDJgUSGVpUoqJBgrWBiLRB9SGyLHdVqrjhPZN4gqysjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C0HaDlSLaOzrlX997jx4JrsO1va2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJQoypo0EpHq+EQzwSVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/ujq 9xv3zOleSRvYRwzNyQDyQNOCRjJKx31QgJDP0h1dpf2gD2A+bkc40rtNMs88Eplu2pPgBeJMyNlNEPDK331+hFNQiaBCqJ117FjcFOigFPBsmIv0SwmdEQGrGuoJCHTbjo5JMMnRunjIFLmScAT9XdHSkKtx6FvKvO19byXi/953QSCCzflMk6ASTodFCQCQ4TzVHCfK0ZBjA0hVHGzK6ZDoggFk13RhODMn7xIWrWqY1edm7Ny/XIWRwEdomNUQQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEuXrFnPAfoD6/MHTjWaHw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JbF6Qiv2RdWBvDb4HWIcdDkaW94=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMDJgUSGVpUoqJBgrWBiLRB9SGyLHdVqrjhPZN4gqysjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C0HaDlSLaOzrlX997jx4JrsO1va2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJQoypo0EpHq+EQzwSVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/ujq 9xv3zOleSRvYRwzNyQDyQNOCRjJKx31QgJDP0h1dpf2gD2A+bkc40rtNMs88Eplu2pPgBeJMyNlNEPDK331+hFNQiaBCqJ117FjcFOigFPBsmIv0SwmdEQGrGuoJCHTbjo5JMMnRunjIFLmScAT9XdHSkKtx6FvKvO19byXi/953QSCCzflMk6ASTodFCQCQ4TzVHCfK0ZBjA0hVHGzK6ZDoggFk13RhODMn7xIWrWqY1edm7Ny/XIWRwEdomNUQQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEuXrFnPAfoD6/MHTjWaHw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JbF6Qiv2RdWBvDb4HWIcdDkaW94=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIqMDJgUSGVpUoqJBgrWBiLRB9SGyLHdVqrjhPZN4gqysjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C0HaDlSLaOzrlX997jx4JrsO1va2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e23dJQoypo0EpHq+EQzwSVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/ujq 9xv3zOleSRvYRwzNyQDyQNOCRjJKx31QgJDP0h1dpf2gD2A+bkc40rtNMs88Eplu2pPgBeJMyNlNEPDK331+hFNQiaBCqJ117FjcFOigFPBsmIv0SwmdEQGrGuoJCHTbjo5JMMnRunjIFLmScAT9XdHSkKtx6FvKvO19byXi/953QSCCzflMk6ASTodFCQCQ4TzVHCfK0ZBjA0hVHGzK6ZDoggFk13RhODMn7xIWrWqY1edm7Ny/XIWRwEdomNUQQ46R3V0jRqoiSh6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59TEuXrFnPAfoD6/MHTjWaHw==</latexit>
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Figure 1: GVF Networks (GVFNs), where each state
component s(i)t is updated towards the return G
(i)
t
def
=
C
(i)
t+1 +γ
(i)
t+1s
(i)
t+1 for the ith GVF; this learning target is
indicated by the connections with squares. The observa-
tion and state on the next step is used to define the target
on this step, indicate by the blue arrows.
A GVFN is composed of n GVFs, with each
hidden state component sj(ht) trained such that
sj(ht) ≈ V (j)(ht) for the jth GVF and his-
tory ht. Each hidden state component, here-
fore, is a prediction about a multi-step policy-
contingent question. The hidden state is updated
recurrently as s(ht)
def
= fθ(st−1(ht−1),ot) for
a parametrized function fθ, where fθ is trained
towards ensuring sj(ht) ≈ V (j)(ht). This is
summarized in Figure 1.
General value functions provide a rich language
for encoding predictive knowledge. In their sim-
plest form, GVFs with constant γ correspond to
multi-timescale predictions referred to as Nex-
ting predictions [19]. Allowing γ to change as
a function of state or history, GVF predictions
can combine finite-horizon prediction with pre-
dictions that terminate when specific outcomes
are observed [19]. For example, in the Compass
World used in our experiments, we might predict the likelihood the agent will observe a red square
1In the definition of GVFs given access to state, the cumulant and termination function are defined on states,
action and next states. When defined on histories, the cumulant and termination only need to be defined on ht+1,
and not on ht, at,ht+1 because ht+1 = htatot+1 contains ht and at.
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over the next few steps, if it were to execute a policy that always moves forward under the current
heading. This question can be specified simply as a GVF. If the current observation is ‘red square’,
then the cumulant is 1 and γ is 0. If the observation is some other colour, then the cumulant is 0 and
γ is 0.9, corresponding to approximately a 10 step prediction horizon. This what-if question asks, if I
were to move forward until termination (drive forward is the if), will I see red over the next 10 steps
(see red is the what). In addition we can create rich hierarchies of questions by forming compositional
predictions—GVFs that make use of the prediction of another GVF as its prediction target [26].
Compositional GVFs can be learned independently, without requiring the agent to actually perform
the sequence of actions corresponding the composition of the policies. GVFs are not new to this work
and we suggest the reader consult the literature for extensive motivation and additional examples
[26, 23, 19, 29].
3.2 The Objective Function for GVFNs
Each state component of a GVFN is a value function prediction, and so is approximating the fixed
point to a Bellman equation with history in Equation (4). Because the GVFs are in a network, the
Bellman equations are coupled in two ways: through composition—where one GVF can be the
cumulant for another GVF—and through the recurrent state representation. We first consider the
Bellman Network operator, which defines the value function recursion jointly for the collection of
GVFs including compositions. We show that the Bellman Network operator is a contraction, as
long as compositions between GVFs are acyclic. We then explain how the coupling that arises from
the recurrent state representation can be handled using a projected operator, and provide the final
objective for GVFNs, called the Mean-Squared Projected Bellman Network Error (MSPBNE).
We first define the Bellman Network operator. For the j-th GVF (pij , cj , γj), let the expected cumulant
value under the policy be
Cpij (ht)
def
=
∑
at∈A
pij(at|ht)
∑
ot+1∈O
Pr(ot+1|ht, at)cj(ht+1). (5)
and expected discounted transition be
Ppij ,γj (ht,ht+1 = htatot) = pij(at|ht) Pr(ot+1|ht)γj(ht+1) (6)
and zero otherwise for inconsistent histories, where ht is not a subset of ht+1. Let V(j) ∈ R|H| be
the vector of values for GVF j. The Bellman Network operator B is
B
 V
(1)
...
V(n)
 def=
 C
pi
1 +P
pi1,γ1V(1)
...
Cpin +P
pin,γnV(n)
 . (7)
The Bellman Network operator needs to be treated as a joint operator on all the GVFs because of
compositional predictions, where the prediction on the next step of GVF j is the cumulant for GVF
i. When iterating the Bellman operator V(j) is not only involved in its own Bellman equation, but
also in the Bellman equation for V(i). Without compositions, the Bellman Network operator would
separate into individual Bellman operators, that operate on each V(j) independently.
To use such a Bellman Network operator, we need to ensure that iterating under this operator converges
to a fixed point. The result is relatively straightforward, simply requiring that the connections between
GVFs be acyclic. For example, GVF i cannot be a cumulant for GVF j, if j is already a cumulant for
i. More generally, the connections between GVFs cannot create a cycle, such as 1→ 2→ 3→ 1.
We provide a counterexample to illustrate that this condition is both sufficient and necessary. We
provide the proofs for the below results in Appendix A.
Theorem 1. Let G be the directed graph where each vertex corresponds to a GVF node and each
directed edge (i, j) indicates that j is a cumulant for i. If βj
def
= ‖Ppi,γj ‖ < 1 and G is acyclic,
iterating Vt+1 = BVt converges to a unique fixed point.
Proposition 1. There exists an MDP and policy such that, for two GVFs in a cycle, iteration with
the Bellman Network operator diverges.
With a valid Bellman Network operator, we can proceed to approximating the fixed point. The above
fixed point equation assumes a tabular setting, where the values can be estimated directly for each
history. GVFNs, however, have a restricted functional form, where the value estimates must be a
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parametrized function of the current observation and value predictions from the last time step. Under
such a functional form, it is unlikely that we can exactly solve for the fixed point.2 Rather, we will
solve for a projected fixed point, which projects into the space of representable value functions.
Define the space of functions as
F={[V(1)θ , ...,V(n)θ ]∈Rn|H||V (j)θ (ht+1)=fθ([V (1)θ (ht), . . . , V (n)θ (ht)],ot+1) for j∈{1, ..., n}} (8)
and projection operator
ΠF (V)
def
= min
Vˆ∈F
‖V − Vˆ‖2dµ where ‖V − Vˆ‖2dµ def=
∑
h∈H
dµ(h)(V (h)− Vˆ (h))2 (9)
where dµ : H → [0, 1] is the stationary distribution over histories, when following the behaviour
policy µ : H → [0, 1]. The MSPBNE, for n GVFs and state-update function parameterized by θ, is
MSPBNE(θ) =
n∑
j=1
‖ΠF (Cpij,θ +Ppij ,γjV(1)θ )−V(j)θ ‖2dµ (10)
where Cpij,θ is parameterized by the weights because the cumulant could be related to the value
prediction for another GVF. If the cumulants do not include composition, then Cpij,θ is simply
constant in terms of θ. A variant of the MSPBNE has been previously introduced for TD networks
[24]; the above generalizes that MSPBNE to GVF networks. Because it is a strict generalization, we
use the same name.
There are a variety of possible strategies to optimize the MSPBNE for GVFNs, similarly to how
there are a variety of strategies to optimize the MSPBE for GVFs. We can compute a gradient of
the MSPBNE, using similar approaches to those used for learning nonlinear value function [14] and
for the MSPBNE for TD networks [24]. We derive a full gradient strategy, which we call Recurrent
GTD (see Equation (20) in the Appendix). Additionally, however, we can propose semi-gradient
approximations, including Recurrent TD and even simpler approximations that simply do TD(λ)
for this step, without computing gradients back-in-time. We find in our experiments that training
GVFNs is robust to these choices, suggesting that constraining the hidden states to be predictions can
significantly simplify learning a state-update function.
4 Connection to other predictive state approaches
The idea that an agent’s knowledge might be represented as predictions has a long history in machine
learning. The first references to such a predictive approach can be found in the work of Cunningham
[4], Becker [1], and Drescher [6] who hypothesized that agents would construct their understanding
of the world from interaction, rather than human engineering. These ideas inspired work on predictive
state representations (PSRs) [12], as an approach to modeling dynamical systems. Simply put, a
PSR can predict all possible interactions between an agent and it’s environment by reweighting a
minimal collection of core test (sequence of actions and observations) and their predictions without
the need for a finite history or dynamics model. Extensions to high-dimensional continuous tasks have
demonstrated that the predictive approach to dynamical system modeling is competitive with state-of-
the-art system identification methods [9]. PSRs can be combined options [31], and preliminary work
suggests discovery of the core tests is possible[18]. One important limitation of the PSR formalism
including prior combinations of PSRs and RNNs [5, 3], is that the agent’s internal representation of
state must be composed exclusively of probabilities of observation sequences.
A TD network [25] is similarly composed of n predictions, and updates using the current observation
and previous step predictions like an RNN. TD networks with options [22] condition the predictions
on temporally extended actions similar to GVF networks, but do not incorporate several of the
recent modernization of GVFs, including state-dependent discounting and convergence off-policy
training methods. The key differences, then, between GVF networks and TD networks is in how the
question networks are expressed and subsequently how they can be answered. GVF networks are less
cumbersome to specify, because they use the language of GVFs. Further, once in this language, it is
more straightforward to apply algorithms designed for learning GVFs.
2One approach to exactly solve such an equation has been to define a belief state, as in POMDPs, and solve
for the value function as a function of belief state. These approaches guarantee that the fixed point can be
identified; however, they also require that belief state be identified and are known to be NP-hard.
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Finally, there has been some work on learning and using a collection of GVFs. Originally GVFs were
introduced as part of the Horde architecture [26], though experiments were limited to learning a dozen
non-compositional GVFs. Schaul and Ring [23] showed how a collection of optimal GVFs—not
learned from while the system was operating—provide a better state representation for a reward
maximizing task, than a collection of optimal PSR predictions. Beyond the original potentially
divergent TD networks algorithms, Silver [24] introduced Gradient TD networks (GTDN) and
specified a valid gradient-descent update rule for TD networks. The GTDN formulation provides a
way to learn a network of predictions, but is restricted to on-policy, and the experiments limited to
one-step prediction (γ always zero). GVFNs enable off-policy learning of many what-if predictions
about many different policies, independent of the behavior policy used to learn them. Makino
and Takagi [16] incrementally discovered TD-networks—building a restricted collection of GVFs—
demonstrating effective learning on several benchmark POMDP tasks.
5 Experiments
We evaluate the performance of GVFNs on three partially observable domains: Cycle World, Ring
World, and Compass World. These environments are designed to have long temporal dependencies
back in time, and enable systematic investigation of the sensitivity of the truncation level in p-BPTT
to this horizon. We compare against RNNs using GRUs, which are designed for long temporal
dependencies, like LSTMs. We investigate three questions: 1) can GVFNs learn accurate predictions,
2) how robust are GVFNs to the truncation level in p-BPTT, and 3) does using GVFs explicitly as
state provide more benefit than using the same GVFs in an alternative way, as in auxiliary tasks.
5.1 Environments
Cycle World is a six-state domain [27] where the agent steps forward through a cycle deterministi-
cally. All the states are indistinguishable except state six. The observation vector is simply a two bit
binary encoding indicating if the agent is state six or not.The goal is to predict the observation bit on
the next time step.
Ring World is a six-state ring, similar to the Cycle World, but the agent can move forward or
backwards. The observation vector is again a binary encoding indicating if the agent is state six
or not, but contains four bits to encode the previous action. The task is 5-Markov, indicating that
history based approaches must store the 5 most recent observations to make accurate predictions. This
extension on the Cycle World is used to investigate the effect of off-policy learning. The behaviour
policy is to randomly select between actions forward and backward.
Compass World is a gridworld [22] where the agent can only see the colour immediately in front of
it. There are four walls, with different colours; the agent observes this colour if it takes the action
forward in front of the wall. Otherwise, the agent just sees white. There are five colours in total, with
one wall having two colours, making it more difficult to predict. The observation encoding includes
two bits for each colour: one to indicate that that bit is active and the other to indicate that some
other colour is active. Similar to Ring World, the full observation vector is encoded based on which
action was taken, and includes a bias unit. The behaviour policy chooses randomly between moving
one-step forward, turning right/left for one step, or moving forward until the wall is reached (leap) or
randomly selecting actions for k steps (wander).
5.2 Algorithms and Architectures
To specify GVFNs, we need to define a collection of GVFs and specify the connections between
compositional predictions as required. For Cycle World and Ring World we arrange the GVFs in
a way that is difficult but possible to learn from interaction with the world (as detailed in previous
work on these domains [28]). The architecture used in Compass World is composed of 64 GVFs. We
describe the GVFs in more detail, for all three domains, in Appendix D. We additionally added one
useful GVF to the Cycle World, to examine the impact of less adversarially defined GVFs. This echo
GVF has a constant discount of 0.9 and termination when the observed bit becomes one. This GVF
reflects distance to state 6 from every other state, where the bit is one.
The GRUs are trained with truncated BPTT to minimize the mean squared TD error (MSTDE)
with different truncation levels. The RNNs are given the exact same number units as the GVFN.
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Figure 2: (left) Learning curves for Cycle World.
(middle) Sensitivity to truncation level in Cy-
cle World. Each point above summarizes per-
formance over the final 100,000 steps of the ex-
periment for a given truncation level.The top left
includes experiments for both GVFNs with just
the chain GVFs, and GVFNs with the added (use-
ful) Echo GVF. The bottom left indicates perfor-
mance for GRUs with the GVF auxiliary tasks,
which includes the chain and echo GVFs.
We also use train the GRUs with the GVFs as auxiliary tasks in Cycle World and Compass World.
This experiment is meant to distinguish the primary impact of learning additional prediction on
representation learning. If the the GRU with auxiliary predictions perform as well as the GVFN, then
the result lends support to the auxiliary task effect over the predictive representations hypothesis.
5.3 Results
We first consider overall performance, across the three domains, shown in Figures 3(a), 2(a) and
4(a). The most compelling results comparing to GRUs are in Ring World and Compass world, in
Figures 3 and 4. In Ring World, the performance of the GRU is significantly worse that GVFNs. The
figure depicts the learning curves for a variety of truncation levels. For all truncation levels, GVFNs
converge to near zero error. GRUs, on the other hand, can do almost as well for larger truncation
levels, but requires truncation larger than the length of the Ring World and fail for shorter truncation
levels. This is even more stark in Compass World, where the GRU truncation level was swept as high
as 256, and the prediction performance was poor for all values tested. GVFNs, on the other hand,
were robust to this truncation, enabling even learning with just one-step gradient updates! This result
highlights that, for appropriately specified GVF questions, GVFNs can learn in partially observable
domains with long temporal dependencies, with simple TD-update rules.
To further test GVFNs, with more ill-specified GVFs in the network, we tested a more difficult
network configuration in Cycle World, shown in Figure 2. Again, for a sufficiently large truncation
level—the length of the cycle—GRUs can perform well, converging faster than GVFNs. However,
for truncation level less than the length of the cycle—a level of five—again GRUs fail. GVFNs,
on the other hand, can converge with a truncation level of four, though in this case can no longer
converge with just one-step gradient updates (i.e., a truncation level of one), as show in Figure 2(b).
Once we add the echo GVF, GVFNs can converge with less truncation, and though not depicted here,
can even converge with one-step updates when using traces (i.e., with TD(λ). This indicates that in
some cases GVFNs do need some number of gradients back-in-time, but with a reasonable set of
GVFs—particularly those that are not designed to be difficult to predict—GVFNs can use simple
one-step updates. Moreover, in either case, GVFNs are more robust to truncation level than GRUs.
We then examined, in more depth, the impact of truncation in Cycle World and Ring World. In Cycle
World, as mentioned above, GVFNs are more robust to truncation level, even with a poorly specified
network. In Ring World, in Figure 3(b), GVFNs, after 100k steps, converged to a near-zero solution
for all truncation levels. GRUs, on the other hand, even with a longer truncation level could not get to
the same error level. The figures also provides dotted lines showing performance in early learning.
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Figure 4: Learning curves in Compass World
comparing GRUs, GRUs with auxiliary tasks and
GVFNs. The GRU truncation level p was swept
as high as 256, and the prediction performance did
not improve compared with p = 4. The GVFN
was able to learn with one-step update, with p = 1.
We additionally tested a scheme for generating
random GVFs, from a set of GVF primitives that
are not expert defined, to illustrate that an expert
GVF network is not necessary for reasonable per-
formance, shown in Appendix E.1.
Interestingly, GVFNs actually perform a bit worse with less truncation, likely because computing
gradients further back-in-time makes training less stable.
Finally, we considered if the use of the same GVFs that helped GVFNs could improve training of
GRUs, by adding them as auxiliary tasks. In this way, they can use the expert information in terms
of useful GVFs for this domain, to better drive representation learning in the GRUs. Across all
domains, somewhat surprisingly, we found that the addition of these GVFs as auxiliary tasks had
little to no benefit. The learning curves for all the domains have curves corresponding to GRUs
with these auxiliary tasks. One might expect that particularly in Ring World and Compass World—
where the GVFs are specified well rather unlike the adversarial specification in Cycle World—these
auxiliary tasks could promote learning similar to GVFNs. These results suggest that constraining
state to be GVF predictions—rather than just incorporating the GVFs in the network in an alternative
way—provides a significant gain in trainability.
6 Conclusions
In this work, we made a case for a new recurrent architecture, called GVF Networks, that can be
trained without back-propagation through time. We first derive a sound fixed-point objective for
these networks. We then show in experiments that GVFNs can outperform GRUs, without requiring
gradients to be compute (far) back in time. We demonstrated that this is particularly true for GVFNs
with an expert set of GVF questions, but that good performance could also be obtained with a naive
generation strategy for GVFs—still outperforming the best GRU model.
A natural extension is to consider a GVFN that only constrains certain hidden states to be predictions
and otherwise allows other states to simply be set to improve prediction accuracy for the targets.
It is in fact straightforward to learn GVFNs with this modification, as will become obvious below
in developing the algorithm to learn GVFNs. Additionally, GVFNs could even be combined with
other RNN types, like LSTMs, by simply concatenating the states learned by the two RNN types.
Overall, GVFNs provide a complementary addition to the many other RNN architectures available,
particularly for continual learning systems with long temporal dependencies; with this work, we hope
to expand interest and investigation further into these promising RNN models.
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A Proofs of theorems
Theorem 1 Let G be the directed graph where each vertex corresponds to a GVF node and each
directed edge (i, j) indicates that j is a cumulant for i. If βj
def
= ‖Ppi,γj ‖ < 1 and G is acyclic,
iterating Vt+1 = BVt converges to a unique fixed point.
Proof. We cannot rely on the Bellman network operator being a contraction on each step. Rather,
we explicitly prove that the sequence converges (Part 1) and that it converges to a unique fixed point
(Part 2 and 3).
Part 1: The sequence V1, V2, . . . defined by Vt+1 = BVt converges to a limit V ∗ ∈ Rn|S|.
Because G is acyclic, we have a linear topological ordering of the vertices, i1, . . . , in, where for each
directed edge (i, j), i comes before j in the ordering. Therefore, starting from the last GVF j, we
know that the Bellman operator is a contraction with rate βj < 1, and so iterating B for t steps results
in the error
‖V(j)t+1 −V(j)t ‖ ≤ βt‖V(j)1 −V(j)0 ‖
As t→∞, V(j)t converges to its fixed point.
We will use induction for the argument, with the above as the base case. Assume for all j ∈
{ik, . . . , in} there exists a ball of radius j(t) where ‖V(j)t+1 − V(j)t ‖ ≤ j(t) and j(t) → 0 as
t→∞. Consider the next GVF in the ordering, i = ik−1.
Case 1: If i does not have another GVF j as its cumulant, then iterating with B independently
iterates V(i)t and so V
(i)
t converges because the Bellman operator is a contraction, and so clearly
such an i(t) exists.
Case 2: If i has precisely one GVF j that is its cumulant, then after some t steps, we know the
change ‖V(j)t+1 −V(j)t ‖ ≤ j(t) gets very small. As a result, the change in V(i)t is
‖V(i)t+1 −V(i)t ‖ = ‖Ppij
(
V
(j)
t −V(j)t−1
)
+Ppi,γi (V
(i)
t −V(i)t−1)‖
≤ ‖V(j)t −V(j)t−1‖+ βi‖V(i)t −V(i)t−1‖
≤ j(t) + βi‖V(i)t −V(i)t−1‖
For sufficiently large t, j(t) can be made arbitrarily small. If j(t) < (1− βi)‖V(i)t −V(i)t−1‖, then
‖V(i)t+1 −V(i)t ‖ ≤ β˜i‖V(i)t −V(i)t−1‖ for some β˜i < 1
and so the iteration is a contraction on step t. Else, if j(t) ≥ (1 − βi)‖V(i)t −V(i)t−1‖, then this
implies the difference ‖V(i)t+1 −V(i)t ‖ is already within a very small ball, with radius j(t)/(1− βi).
As t→∞, the difference can oscillate between being within this ball, which shrinks to zero, or being
iterated with a contraction that also shrinks the difference. In either case, there exists an i(t) such
that ‖V(i)t −V(i)t−1‖ ≤ i(t), where i(t)→ 0 as t→ 0.
Case 3: If i has a weighted sum of GVFs j1, . . . , jl as its cumulant, the argument is similar as Case
2, simply with a weighted sum of j1(t), . . . , jl(t).
Therefore, because we have such an i for all GVFs in the network, we know the sequence V
(i)
t
converges.
Part 2: V ∗ is a fixed point of B.
Because the Bellman network operator is continuous, the limit can be taken inside the operator
V ∗ = lim
t→∞Vt = limt→∞BVt−1 = B
(
lim
t→∞Vt−1
)
= BV ∗
Part 3: V ∗ is the only fixed point of B.
Consider an alternative solution V . Then, because of the uniqueness of fixed points under Bellman
operators, all those GVFs that have non-compositional cumulants have unique fixed points and so
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those components in V must be the same as V ∗. Then, all the GVFs next in the ordering that use
those GVFs as cumulants have a unique cumulant, and so must then also converge to a unique value,
because their Bellman operators with fixed GVFs as cumulants have a unique fixed point. This
argument continues for the remaining GVFs in the ordering. 
Proposition 1 There exists an MDP and policy such that, for two GVFs in a cycle, iteration with the
Bellman Network operator diverges.
Proof. Define a two state MDP and policy such that
Ppi =
[
0.9 0.1
0.1 0.9
]
(11)
and γ = 0.95, where the rewards are irrelevant since the GVFs have each other as cumulants. The
resulting Bellman iteration is[
V(1)
V(2)
]
= Ppi
[
V(2)
V(1)
]
+ γPpi
[
V(1)
V(2)
]
= Ppi
[
0 1
1 0
] [
V(1)
V(2)
]
+Ppi
[
γ 0
0 γ
] [
V(1)
V(2)
]
= Ppi
[
γ 1
1 γ
] [
V(1)
V(2)
]
Since the matrix Ppi
[
γ 1
1 γ
]
is an expansion, for many initial
[
V(1)
V(2)
]
this iteration goes to infinity,
such as initial V(1) = V(2) =
[
1
1
]
. 
B Deriving an Update for GVFNs
We first recast the objective function for GVFNs in a similar form to the nonlinear MSPBE [15],
which will make it more straightforward to take the gradient. The approach for taking the gradient
is similar to that for nonlinear MSPBE—since the MSPBNE is a nonlinear objective based on a
projected Bellman operator—but becomes slightly more complex due to taking gradient back through
time. We highlight at the end two simpler algorithms that could be used to train GVFNs, which we
show in our experiments is equally effective in learning the GVFN but significantly simpler. These
updates rely on the fact that GVFNs appear to be much more robust to the level of truncation when
doing backpropagation-through-time, facilitating the use of updates that do a simple TD update only
for this step.
For a given history h ∈ H, for all n GVFs, we take the gradient of their predictions Vj,θ(h) w.r.t. θ
φj,θ(h)
def
= ∇θVj,θ(h) ∈ Rk. (12)
Lemma 1. Assume the behaviour policy µ has stationary distribution dµ(h) > 0 for all h ∈ H
where dpij (h) > 0 for any of the policies pi1, . . . , pin. Assume that for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} that Vj,θ(h) is
continuously differentiable as a function of θ for all histories h ∈ H where dµ(h) > 0 and that the
matrix
W (θ)
def
= Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
φj,θ(H)φj,θ(H)
>
]
=
∑
h∈H
dµ(h)
n∑
j=1
φj,θ(h)φj,θ(h)
> ∈ Rk×k (13)
is nonsingular, where H represents a random vector for the history in the expectation. Then for
importance sampling ratios ρj(h) =
pij(h)
µ(h) , and TD-errors δj(h
′)
MSPBNE(θ) (14)
= Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρj(H)δj(H
′)φj,θ(H)δ(H
′)
]>
W (θ)
−1Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρj(H)δj(H
′)φj,θ(H)δj(H
′)
]
where H ′ is a history immediately following history H .
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Proof. The extension is a relatively straightforward modification of the nonlinear MSPBE [13] and
the TD-network MSPBNE [24]. The main modification is in the extension to off-policy sampling—
both allowing different pij and necessitating the addition of importance sampling ratio—and the
extension to transition-based discounting.

Before providing the gradient of the MSPBNE, we introduce one more notation to indicat composi-
tions. Let c be the mapping N× N→ R to give a weighted edge between GVFs, where c(i, j) is the
weighted edge between (i, j) if j is a cumulant for i, and c(i, j) = 0 if there is no connection.
Using this, we can write
∇θδj(H ′) =
[ n∑
i=1
c(j, i)φi,θ(H)
]
+ γj(H
′)φj,θ(H
′)− φj,θ(H). (15)
Theorem 2. Assume that Vθ(h) is tpwice continuously differentiable as a function of θ for all
histories h ∈ H where dµ(h) > 0 and that W (·), defined in Equation (13), is non-singular in a
small neighbourhood of θ. Then for
w(θ) = W (θ)
−1Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρj(H)δj(H
′)φj,θ(H)
]
∈ Rk (16)
ψ(θ) = Eµ
 n∑
j=1
(
ρj(H)δj(H
′)− φj,θ(H)>w(θ)
)
∇2Vj,θ(H)w(θ)
 (17)
we get the gradient
− 1
2
∇MSPBNE(θ) = −Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρj(H)∇θδj(H ′)φj(H)>
]
w(θ) +ψ(θ) (18)
= Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρj(H)δj(H
′)φj,θ(H)
]
(19)
− Eµ
[ n∑
j+1
ρj(H)
[ n∑
i=1
c(j, i)φi,θ(H) + γj(H
′)φj,θ(H
′)
]
φj,θ(H)
>w(θ)
]
−ψ(θ)
Proof. For simplicity in notation below, we drop the explicit dependence on the random variable H
in the expectations.
φj,θ(H)→ φj,θ, φj,θ(H ′)→ φ′j,θ
δj(H
′)→ δ′j , ρj(H)→ ρj
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J(θ) = Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρjφj,θδ
′
j
]>
W (θ)
−1Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρjφj,θδ
′
j
]
w(θ) = W (θ)
−1Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρjφj,θδ
′
j
]
∇θEµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρjφj,θδ
′
j
]
= Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρj∇θφj,θδ′j + φj,θ∇θδ′j
]
∇θW (θ)−1 = −W (θ)−1∇θW (θ)W (θ)−1
= −2W (θ)−1Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
∇θφj,θφ>j,θ
]
W (θ)
−1
∇θJ(θ) = 2Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρj∇θφj,θδ′j + φj,θ∇θδ′j
]>
w(θ)
− 2w(θ)>Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
∇θφj,θφ>j,θ
]
w(θ)
−1
2
J(θ) = w(θ)>Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
∇2θVj,θφ>j,θ
]
w(θ)
− Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρj∇2θVj,θδ′j
]>
w(θ)− E
[ n∑
j=1
ρjφj,θ∇θδ′j
]>
w(θ)
= −E
[ n∑
j=1
ρj
([ n∑
i=1
c(j, i)φi,θ
]
+ γ′jφj,θ − φj,θ
)
φ>j,θ
]
w(θ)
− Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
ρj∇2θVj,θδ′j
]>
w(θ) +w(θ)>Eµ
[ n∑
j=1
∇2θVj,θφ>j,θ
]
w(θ)
= E
[ n∑
j=1
ρj
(
φj,θ − (
[ n∑
i=1
c(j, i)φi,θ
]
+ γ′jφj,θ)
)
φ>j,θ
]
w(θ)−Ψ(θ)
= E
[ n∑
j=1
ρjφj,θδj − ρj(
[ n∑
i=1
c(j, i)φi,θ
]
+ γ′jφj,θ)φ
>
j,θ
]
w(θ)−Ψ(θ)

Using this theorem, we can sample gradients for GVFNs. Like GTD, we need to estimate the second
set of weights w(θ), as a quasi-stationary estimate. The key difficulty is in obtain the gradient of
the value functions w.r.t. θ, which requires backpropagation through time; we provide details on
how to obtain these gradients in the next section. However, given access to the gradient of the value
functions w.r.t. θ, the update is relatively straightforward. The typically preferred gradient update
uses (19), rather than (18). This preferred update is often called TDC but also more simply now
labeled as GTD—with GTD2 labeled as the less desirable update. Our proposed Recurrent GTD
update, therefore, uses (19) and is
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Recurrent GTD:
φj,t = ∇Vj,θt(ht)
φ′j,t = ∇Vj,θt(ht+1)
vt = ∇2Vj,θt(ht)wt computed using R-operators, see Appendix C
ψt =
n∑
j=1
(ρj(ht)δj(ht)− φ>j,twt)vt (20)
θt+1 = θt + αt
[ n∑
j=1
ρj,tδj,tφj,t − ρj,t
[ n∑
i=1
c(j, i)φ′i,t + γj,t+1φ
′
j,t
]
φ>j,tw(θ)−ψt
]
wt+1 = wt + βt
[ n∑
j=1
ρj,tδj,tφj,t −
(
φ>j,twt
)
φj,t
]
Given some intuition for the MSPBNE, we can also consider simpler algorithms that do not provide
true gradients for this objective. Similarly to how nonlinear TD is used, in place of nonlinear GTD,
we can obtain a Recurrent TD algorithm that is a semi-gradient algorithm by neglecting the gradients
of the values on the next step, and neglecting the gradients through the question network.
Recurrent TD:
θt+1 = θt + αt
n∑
j=1
ρj,tδj,tφj,t (21)
This algorithm corresponds to Recurrent GTD, with wt = 0 similarly to how GTD reduces to
TD when the second set of weights are zero. While the semi-gradient form does not optimize the
MSPBNE, it is more computationally efficient than Recurrent GTD and we have found it to be
generally as effective. Finally, we can go even further and update GVFNs using a very simply
update: a one-step linear TD update. On each step, the state vector composed of predictions and the
observation vector are concatenated to produce a feature vector xt.
TD(λ) run separately for each GVF in the GVFN:
st+1 = [σ(x
>
t θ1,t), . . . , σ(x
>
t θn,t)]
xt = [ot+1, st]
gj,t = σ˙(x
>
t θj,t)xt
δj,t = Cj,θt + γj,t+1σ(x
>
t+1θt)− σ(x>t θj,t)
ej,t = ρj,t(γj,tλj,tej,t−1 + gj,t)
θj,t+1 = θj,t + αtδj,tej,t
This neglects all gradients back-in-time, and simply runs n instances of TD(λ) concurrently. In
alignment with our results indicating that GVFNs are robust to the truncation level in backpropagation-
through-time, it is potentially not too surprising therefore that this simple update was effective for
GVFNs. The simplicity in training GVFNs, removing all need to maintain the network structure
or compute onerous gradients is one of the most compelling reasons to consider them as another
standard recurrent architecture.
C Computing gradients of the value function back through time
In this section, we show how to compute φt, which was needed in the algorithms. For both
Backpropagation Through Time or Real Time Recurrent Learning, it is useful to take advantage of
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the following formula for recurrent sensitivities
∂Vi(St+1)
∂θ(k,j)
= σ˙(x>t+1θi)
((
∂xt+1
∂θ(k,j)
)>
θi + (xt+1)jδ
κ
i,k
)
= σ˙(x>t+1θi)
([
0,
∂V1(St)
∂θ(k,j)
, ...,
∂Vn(St)
∂θ(k,j)
]>
θi + (xt+1)jδ
κ
i,k
)
where δκ is the Kronecker delta function. Given this formula, BPTT or RTRL can simply be applied.
For Recurrent GTD—though not for Recurrent TD—we additionally need to compute the Hessian
back in time, for the Hessian-vector product. The Hessian for each value function is a n((m+ n))×
n((m+ n)) matrix; computing the Hessian-vector product naively would cost at least O(((m+ n) +
n)2n2) for each GVF, which is prohibitively expensive. We can avoid this using R-operators also
known as Pearlmutter’s method [21]. The R-operatorR{·} is defined as
Rw
{
g(θ)
}
def
=
∂g(θ + rw)
∂r
∣∣∣∣
r=0
for a (vector-valued) function g and satisfies
Rw
{
∇θf(θ)
}
= ∇2θf(θ)w.
Therefore, instead of computing the Hessian and then producting with wt, this operation can be
completed in linear time, in the length of wt.
Specifically, for our setting, we have
Rw
{
σ˙(xθt )[∇x>t θ + x>t ∇θ]
}
=
∂
∂r
(
σ˙(xθt )[∇x>t θ + x>t ∇θ]
)∣∣∣∣
r=0
To make the calculation more managable we seperate into each partial for every node k and associated
weight j.
∂Vi(St+1,θ)
∂θ(k,j)
= σ˙(x>t+1θi)(ηt+1)j,k
(ηt+1)k,j = ((ut)
>
k,jθi + (xt+1)jδi,k)
(ut)k,j =
[
0,
∂V1(St)
∂θ(k,j)
, ...,
∂Vn(St)
∂θ(k,j)
]
ξt =
[
0,
∂V1(St)
∂r
, ...,
∂Vn(St)
∂r
]
(Rt)w,V =
[
0,Rw
{
∂V1(St−1)
∂θ(k,j)
}
, ...,Rw
{
∂Vn(St−1)
∂θ(k,j)
}]
Rw
{
∂Vi(St+1,θ)
∂θ(k,j)
}
=
∂2Vi(St+1,θ + rw)
∂r∂θ(k,j)
∣∣∣∣
r=0
= σ¨
(
x>t+1(θi + rwi)
)(
ξ>t (θi + rwi) + x
>
t+1wi
)
(ηt+1)j,k
+ σ˙
(
x>t+1(θi + rwi)
)(
(Rt)>w,V (θ + rw) + (ut)>k,jwi + (ξt)jδκk,i
)∣∣∣∣
r=0
= σ¨
(
x>t+1(θi)
)(
ξ>t (θi) + x
>
t+1wi
)
(ηt+1)j,k
+ σ˙
(
x>t+1(θi)
)(
(Rt)>w,V (θ) + (ut)>k,jwi + (ξt)jδκk,i
)
∂Vi(St)
∂r
= σ˙(x>t Θi)(ξ
>
t−1Θi + x
>
t wi)
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Figure 5: The above figure are the learning curves for the GRUs and GVFNs in ring world for each
of the different settings of p. The highlighted lines are the average learning curves over all settings,
and the faded lines represent a single parameter setting. The faded lines have a lower p value for
lighter shades with each increase in p getting a shade darker. From the sensitivity plot in figure 3
the GRUs seemed to do quite well towards higher p values, but these trajectories illustrate that while
GRUs have faster early learning they have worse ending representations. The GVFNs converge to a
good solution for all tried p values.
D GVFN Architecture Details
For Cycle World and Ring World we employ variations on the chained TDN architecture found in
[24]. For Cycle World we use an exact replication of the chained network and a variant of adding
a GVF which has a question defined by an event termination function with γ = 0 at the event and
γ = 0.9 otherwise and a cumulant of the observed bit. In Ring World we use a two chains with
persistent policies for each action.
In Compass World we use the GVFN equivalent of the expert network defined by [22] as the hidden
representation and the 5 leap questions for the evaluation tasks. The leap question is defined as
having a cumulant of 1 in the event of seeing a specific wall (orange, yellow, red, blue, green), and a
termination function defined as γ = 0 when the wall is seen and γ = 1 otherwise. For the generation
tasks we use the same 5 evaluation questions to measure the usefulness of the generated network. The
expert network is defined similarly for the 5 colours: 3 GVFs with a persistent policy (one for each
of the 3 available actions), myopic termination, and a cumulant of the colour bit; 1 leap GVF with
cumulant of the colour; 2 GVFs with a persistent policy (left, right) with myopic termination and a
cumulant of the previous leap GVF’s; 2 leap GVFs with cumulants of the previous myopic GVFs; 1
GVf with uniform random policy with gamma = 0 at a wall event and gamma = 0.5 otherwise.
E Additional results
E.1 Generative Question Networks
The above experiments rely on an expert defined network; however, GVF networks can be specified
more generally. In this section, we suggest a set of simple GVF primitives, that can be selected from
without requiring expert information. These primitives are like the basic functional forms specified
for neural networks: the activation functions. They play a similar role, in that the choice of them is
likely to have an impact on prediction performance, but they can be generally successful with some
experimental validation and without carefully designing specialized activations for each problem. We
show that by generating a random set of GVF primitives, we can still get reasonable performance in
Compass World, that is significantly better than GRUs and still enables one-step gradient updates.
We suggest an initial list of GVF primitives below, for our experiments. For this first work, we
avoid more complex primitives, avoiding both GVFs with optimal policies and compositional GVFs.
Composition of primitives is one avenue, though, to generate more useful GVF questions. The
termination functions include myopic discounts (γ = 0), horizon discounts (γ ∈ (0, 1)) and
termination discounts (the discount is set to a constant everywhere, except for at an event, which
consists of a transition (o, a,o′)). The cumulants include stimuli cumulants (the cumulant is one
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Figure 6: Compass world learning curves, for GRUs and GVFNs. The GRU truncation level p was
swept as high as 256, and the prediction performance of 0.3 is quite poor in this domain. This plot
includes the generated GVFs as described in E.1
of the observations) and event cumulants (the cumulant is set to 1 at an event which consists of
a transition (o, a,o′)). The policies include random policies (an action is chosen at random) and
persistent policies (follows a single action deterministically).
We generated random sets of GVF primitives for Compass World, of sizes 50, 100 and 200, with
results in Figure 4(a). The GVFNs with random GVF primitives outperform the GRUs using TD(λ).
There is a significant gap in performance compared to the expert GVFN, which suggests more can be
done to generate and select from these GVF primitives to obtain expressive GVFNs. In preliminary
experiments, with re-generation and selection, we have found that we can significantly close this gap;
however, we leave further investigation of generating GVF primitives to future work.
F Explicit formulations of Predictive State Approaches as GVFNs
A PSR can be represented as a GVF network by using myopic γ = 0 and compositional predictions.
For a test a1o1, for example, to compute the probability of seeing o1, the cumulant is 1 if o1 is
observed and 0 otherwise. To get a longer test, say a0o0a1o1, a second GVF can be added which
predicts the output of the first GVF (i.e., the probability of seeing o1 given a1 is taken), with fixed
action a0. This equivalence is only for computing probabilities of sequences of observations, given
sequences of actions. GVF networks specify the question, not the answer, and so GVF networks do
not encompass the discovery methods or other nice mathematical properties of PSRs, such as can be
obtained with linear PSRs.
As discussed in Section 4, TD networks are similar to GVF networks, but with different terminology
and some differences in expressivity. We provide a few additional details here. TD networks are
restricted to asking questions about the outcomes from particular actions, rather than about outcomes
from policies. TD networks with options [22] were introduced, to generalize to temporally extended
actions. TD networks with options are almost equivalent to GVF networks, but have important
differences due to generalizations to return specifications in GVFs. For example, options have
terminating conditions, which corresponds to having a fixed discount during execution of the option
and a termination discount of 0 at the end of the options. GVFs allow for more general discount
functions. Additionally, TD networks, both with and without options, have a condition function. The
generalization to policies, to allowing action-values to be learned rather than just value functions and
the use of importance sampling corrections, encompasses these functions. There are some algorithmic
extensions to TD networks that are not encompassed by GVFs, such as TD networks with traces
[28].
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